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Abstract. Protecting the identities of the actors along with their sensitive information has 

become a matter of concern for the organizations which are publishing huge amounts of data 

every day for the purpose of research. Recent studies have shown that simply removing the 

sensitive labels associated with the actors do not guarantee their privacy protection. The 

structural property of the graph associated with the network or the information about the 

degree of the nodes in it can also be used by an adversary to identify a particular actor. 

Anonymization algorithms available for social networks are relatively less in number as 

compared to those for micro-data. The reasons being that the process of anonymizing social 

networks is much more complex and also as the structural property of the original graph 

should be taken care and more or less to be retained in the anonymized graph to minimize 

the loss of information. In recent studies, the original micro-data anonymization concepts of 

k-anonymity and l-diversity have been extended to the social network environment. The l-

diversity model can protect the identity of the users as well as the sensitive labels associated 

with them. Out of the three different versions of l-diversity available, the recursive (c, l) di-

versity is much more complex than the mostly handled distinct l-diversity. M.Yuan et al 

(2013) have developed a recursive (c, l) diversity algorithm using the noise node approach. In 

this paper, we point out some drawbacks in this algorithm and propose an improved algo-

rithm, which removes these drawbacks and generates the anonymized graph with minimal 

number of noise nodes.  In our approach, we use the noise node addition concept as it retains 

the structural property of the original graph and also preserves the data utility of the anony-

mized graph. We have tested our algorithm against several real datasets to justify its efficien-

cy. Also, we have established two theorems in order to establish some characteristics which 

have been used in support of our claims. 

 
Keywords: Recursive (c, l) diversity, noise node, k-anonymity, l-diversity  
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1 Introduction 

Large number of data is produced everyday by different organizations world over 

which can be utilized for research purpose in different fields. The rapid growth of 

Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn has catalyzed the data science research. This huge 

amount of user data can be used by researchers to analyze the user characteristics, 

global or local trends, community growth etc. The data generated from these web-

sites are not limited to research in social networks; but it can be also used for other 

purposes like analysis of disease spreading patterns or selection of target audience 

for any advertisement campaign. But, before publishing this data for such purposes, 

proper care should be taken so that the identity of the actors along with their sensi-

tive labels is protected. The process called data anonymization takes care of this as-

pect so that even after publication of data neither the identity nor the sensitive label 

associated with an actor is disclosed. Several anonymization algorithms have been 

proposed for relational micro-data. Different anonymization models such as k-

anonymity [19] and its improved version l-diversity [14] have been proposed. Three 

different versions of l-diversity have been proposed till now for handling relational 

data. An improved version of l-diversity model i.e. t-closeness is also proposed [11]. 

Attackers very often use the non-sensitive attributes of the actors to exploit the sensi-

tive information present in the micro-data. Same approach can be used in exploiting 

the privacy of the users present in the social network data. If a raw social network 

graph is published, attackers can very easily link the users and the relationship be-

tween them. Structural attack is widely used to exploit the personal information of 

the users in a social network graph. To prevent identification of the actors from 

structural attacks, the concept of k-anonymity was introduced [9,12,25,27]. We have 

used the following motivational example to illustrate the importance of k-anonymity. 

For example, in Fig. 1 we represent a connection network graph among 10 students 

of a class. If we publish the graph in Figure 1, then any attacker having the previous 

knowledge that there is only one student who has maximum number of connections 

(4 connections), then the attacker can easily identify that the actor represented by 

node 3 is that particular user. To overcome this problem, the concept of k- degree 

anonymity was proposed which states that for every node there should be at least k-

1 other nodes in the graph having the same degree. In Figure 2, we can see that the 

graph is 2-degree anonymous i.e. for every node; there exist at least 1 other node 

which is having the same degree. To achieve this, we have increased the degree of 

node 4 and node 5 by 1. But, the deficiency of this model is that it doesn’t consider 

the sensitive labels associated with the actors.  In Figure 2, the nodes 3 and 5 have 
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the same sensitive label and so an attacker can easily infer that the actors having de-

gree 4 are associated with the sensitive label S1. So, without identifying the particu-

lar user, an attacker can extract the personal sensitive information of the actors. To 

solve this problem, the notion of l-diversity was introduced in [14]. The l-diversity 

model states that for every equivalence group, there should be at least l distinct sen-

sitive labels. In Figure 3 we illustrate how the graph in Figure 2 can be modified to 

satisfy 2-degree anonymity and 2 diversity i.e. for every node, there exists at least 1 

other node having the same degree and for very equivalence group, at least 2 differ-

ent sensitive labels are present.   

 
Figure 1: Original graph        Figure 2: 2 degree anonymous       Figure 3: 2 degree anonymous   

graph     2 diverse graph 

Currently three different approaches have been proposed to anonymize a social 

network graph. These approaches are - clustering, edge-editing approach, and noise 

node addition. In clustering [3, 7, 9, 23], after the clustering process is over, a sub 

graph representing a cluster is merged to form a super node. This process is not effi-

cient as the utility of the data in the anonymized graph is diminished. In edge edit-

ing technique [8, 12, 20, 23, 25], edges connecting the nodes are added or deleted. But 

this approach does not ensure the protection of the structural properties of the 

graph. However, the noise node addition approach [22] is useful for protecting the 

structural property of the original graph. In this model, noise nodes are added to the 

existing graph to achieve anonymization for a particular k and l value and then the 

noise node degrees are adjusted in such a way that they can achieve one of the de-

grees of the nodes present in the original graph. In order to compare the edge editing 

approach with the noise node addition approach, we consider the network graph 

given in Figure 4. Using the edge editing approach we transform it into a 2-degree 

anonymous 2-diverse graph as shown in Figure 5. Similarly applying the noise node 

addition approach to the graph in Figure 4, we obtain the 2-degree anonymous 2-

diverse graph shown in Figure 6.  We construct the graph in Figure 5, from Figure 4 

by adding an edge connecting node 4 and node 11. This has reduced the distance 

between node 4 and node 11 by 2. But in Figure 6, we added a noise node in between 
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these nodes and connected the two nodes via the noise node. Therefore, the path 

length between node 11 and node 4 is changed by only 1. So, we can observe that the 

noise node approach is more efficient in preserving the structural property of the 

graph. In our paper also, we have used noise node addition technique to anonymize 

the raw social network graph.  

In this paper our main objective is to reduce the number of noise nodes added in 

[22] for anonymization by proposing new algorithms which ensure the addition of 

minimal number of noise nodes to achieve recursive (c, l) diversity. To achieve this 

we first analyze and find deficiencies in the noise node addition approach proposed 

in [22] and then propose algorithms to overcome these deficiencies. We test our ap-

proach with real dataset in order to justify our claim and also to establish its effec-

tiveness. 

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we have dis-

cussed briefly on the existing techniques. We provide the problem description in 

section 3 along with the definition of the key terminologies to be used in this paper. 

In section 4, we introduce the existing noise node addition approach.  Our proposed 

algorithms are introduced in section 5. In section 6, we have thoroughly analyzed the 

results obtained and shown the effectiveness of our algorithm. In section 7, we con-

clude with possible future scope and extensions of our work. 

 
Figure 4: Original graph     Figure 5: Edge editing model Figure 6: Noise node addition model 

2 Previous Works 

Merging of two sub-graphs or addition or deletion of edges doesn’t ensure the pro-

tection of the sensitive labels and preservation of the utility of the anonymized social 

network data. In the process of anonymization of a social network unlike relational 

micro-data, we have to maintain the structural properties to preserve the utility of 

the anonymized data. Two of the very popular techniques to anonymize a social 

network graph are clustering and edge editing. In clustering [2, 3, 7, 9, 23], a sub-
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graph is merged to form a super node and all these super nodes are connected by 

‘super edges’. But the data utility is reduced if we use this technique for anonymiza-

tion. In the edge editing approach [6, 12, 15, 20, 25, 27], edges connecting the nodes 

are swapped, added or deleted. In cluster based approach, each super node is ad-

justed to contain at least k number of nodes so that it can satisfy k-anonymity. In 

[23], a clustering approach is proposed to prevent the disclosure of the sensitive la-

bels. In [9], a heuristic clustering model has been proposed which prevents sensitive 

information disclosure using sub-graph and vertex refinement concept. In [2, 7] the 

concept of clustering for bi-partite graphs and interaction graphs have been intro-

duced. In [4], a p-sensitive k-anonymous clustering model has been proposed. As the 

clustering approach does not retain the structural property of the original graph, 

mining the anonymized graph may not produce the desired result. Edge editing 

model is used to protect the sensitive information present in the graph from attack-

ers, who have the background knowledge about the user. In [12], the k-anonymity 

model for network structure i.e. k-degree anonymity was proposed, which requires 

that for every node; there exist at least k-1 other nodes having the same degree. In 

[25], a k-neighborhood model was proposed i.e. for every node, there exist at least k-

1 isomorphic neighborhoods and this model is further extended in [26], which can 

also handle l-diversity along with k-anonymity. In [18], the authors proposed a dif-

ferent definition of k-anonymity which is quite strict under some specific conditions 

and also introduced a flexible definition of (k, l) anonymity. In [27], a different mod-

el of k-anonymity was proposed which considers the structural property of the indi-

vidual nodes. In [20], a random edge swapping model to achieve k-anonymity was 

proposed. But, edge editing method does not ensure the preservation of the struc-

tural properties of the graph. In [1], a different type of attack based on the random-

ness analysis of the graph has been described. The attacker may add some noise 

nodes in the raw graph before its publication. To handle this, the noise nodes need to 

be detected and removed before publishing the graph. In [17], an algorithm was 

proposed to identify the noise nodes by computing the triangle probability differ-

ence between the normal nodes and the noise nodes. In [21], another method was 

proposed which uses the spectrum analysis method to identify the noise nodes. In 

[13], an anonymization model was proposed which considers the weights of edges 

as the sensitive labels and preserves the shortest path length in the anonymized 

graph. In [15], a brief study is presented on the possibility of an attacker identifying 

the actors present in a graph, if the attacker knows another graph whose nodes par-

tially overlaps with the other graph.  In [24], the authors analyzed the possibility of 

an attacker using the published information of the actors to access the sensitive or 
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unpublished information of the user while mining the social network data. In [22], a 

noise node addition approach is proposed which preserves the structural property 

of the graph along with the sensitive labels associated with it. In this paper, we ana-

lyze the deficiencies in the approach proposed in [22] and provide solutions so as to 

develop an improved recursive (c, l) diversity anonymization procedure such that 

the number of noise nodes added for anonymization is reduced considerably. 

3 Problem Description 

In this section, we first define the key terminologies to be used in this paper: 

Social network graph: A social network graph G	(�, �, �, �) consists of four tuples 

where V is the set of vertices where each vertex represents a node in the social net-

work. E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges between vertices, � denotes the set of sensitive 

labels associated with the vertices. � : V → � maps the vertices to their sensitive la-

bels. 

From Figure 1, {1, 2, …, 10} denotes the set of vertices and S1 and S2 denote the two 

different sensitive labels associated with it. 

Equivalence Group: An equivalence group is the set of nodes which have the same 

degree. 

For example, in Figure 1, node 1, 2, 6, 7, 9, and 10 form an equivalence group. All 

these nodes have degree 2.   

k-degree anonymity l-diversity: An equivalence group is said to satisfy the k-degree 

anonymity l-diversity if there exists at least k-1 other nodes which are having the 

same degree and for every equivalence group there exist at least l distinct sensitive 

labels. A graph satisfies k-degree anonymity l-diversity iff all the equivalence groups 

satisfy the k- degree anonymity l-diversity condition. 

The graph in Figure 3 is 2 degree anonymous 2 diverse because for every node pre-

sent in the graph, there exist at least 1 other node which is having the same degree 

and for every equivalence group, at least 2 distinct sensitive labels are present. Here, 

we have used the concept of l-diversity proposed in [2]. So, in the anonymized 

graph, each node can be identified with a probability less than 1/k and as we have 

also ensured that every equivalence group is l-diverse, so the sensitive label of a 

node in an equivalence group can’t be identified with a probability greater than 1/l. 

To achieve k- degree anonymity as well as l-diversity, we have used the noise node 

addition concept which retains the structural property of the original graph. We 

have tried to add the noise nodes in such intelligent manner so that the average path 
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length (APL) of the anonymized graph remains almost unchanged. The equation of 

APL can be defined as: 

�� = 2
�(� − 1) � �(�� , ��)

∀��,��	∈�
; 

Where, N denotes the total number of nodes of a graph, ���� , ��  denotes the distance 

between the node �� and	��.  
Sensitive degree Sequence: We have borrowed the concept of sensitive degree se-

quence from [12]. Let’s say every node in a graph can be represented by three tuples: 

(id, d, S); where id denotes the node id, d denotes the degree of the node and S de-

notes the sensitive label associated with the node. Now, Sensitive degree sequence is 

defined as the non-decreasing degree sequence of the nodes in a graph. For Fig. 1, 

the sensitive degree sequence is:  
(3,4, #1), (4,3, #2), (5,3, #2), (8,3, #1), (1,2, #1), (2,2, #2), (6,2, #2), (7,2, #2), (9,2, #1), (10,2, #2) 

k-anonymous l diverse Sequence: A sensitive degree sequence P is a k-anonymous l-

diverse sequence if every equivalence group �* satisfies the following constraint: 

1) All the elements in �* are of the same degree i.e. P[ix].d = P [ix +1].d = … = P [ix + 

n].d  

2) �* 	contains at least k number of elements. 

3) �* should satisfy l-diversity constraint i.e. it should contain at least l distinct labels. 

The sensitive degree sequence (3, 5, Q), (4, 5, P), (1, 4, Q), (5, 4, P), (2, 3, P), (7, 3, Q) is 

a 2 anonymous 2 diverse sequence. In this sequence, every equivalence group con-

tains at least 1 node which has the same degree and also each equivalence group 

contains at least 2 different sensitive labels. 

Using the above concepts and terminologies, we can generate the recursive (c, l) 

diverse anonymized graph which can retain the structural property of the original 

graph after anonymization as proposed in [22]. The anonymized graph generation 

process can be divided into two sub steps: 

1) Recursive (c, l) diverse sequence generation: In this step, we first generate the sen-

sitive degree sequence of the given graph and then compute the recursive (c, l) di-

verse sequence for a pre-given c and l value. In the next step, we construct a graph 

which satisfies the target degrees obtained from the recursive (c, l) diverse sequence 

by adding noise nodes. 

2) Graph construction algorithm: In this step, we have used the algorithms proposed 

in [22] to generate the anonymized graph using noise node addition approach. 

In this paper, our sole objective is to reduce the number of noise nodes added to 

achieve recursive (c, l) diversity. So, firstly we have studied the graph construction 

algorithm for recursive (c, l) diversity proposed in [22], and identified the deficien-
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cies in their approach. To overcome those limitations and also to reduce the number 

of noise nodes, we have proposed new algorithms to achieve recursive (c, l) diverse 

anonymization. In the following section, we have provided a brief study on the algo-

rithms proposed in [22]. 

4 Existing noise node addition approach for recursive 

(c, l) diversity anonymization  

In this section of our work, we have discussed about recursive (c, l) diversity model 

and also the graph construction algorithms by adding noise nodes to achieve recur-

sive (c, l) diversity anonymization. 

4.1 Recursive (c, l) diversity Model  

Recursive (c, l) diversity model is a complex version of l-diversity model proposed in 

[14]. It states - For any equivalent group G, if there are m different sensitive labels 

present, then the group satisfies recursive (c, l) diversity for a pre-given c and l val-

ue, if the following condition is satisfied: +, < .(+/ + +/1, + ⋯+ +3). In [22], the authors 

proposed some extra conditions termed as safety grouping condition and added two 

more conditions in the existing recursive (c, l) diversity criteria. The constraints for 

satisfying safety grouping condition are: 

1) C ≥ k; 

2) +, < .(+/ + +/1, + ⋯+ +3); 
3) 451,

45(36/1,) 	< . 

Any group which satisfies the safety grouping condition automatically satisfies the 

recursive (c, l) diversity condition [22]. The following algorithm was proposed in [22] 

to generate recursive (c, l) diversity degree sequence. 

 

Algorithm 

Input: raw social network graph data 

Output: Recursive (c, l) diverse sequence  

 
� = 	7ℎ9	:9�:;7;<9	�9=>99	:9?@9�.9	A+	7ℎ9	A>;=;�BC	=>BDℎ	E,	
#97	F = {	};	
IJKLM	|�| > 0	PQ	
							E>A@D	R = {�S0T};	
							;�7	� = �S0T. �;	
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							F9VA<9	�S0TA@7	A+	�;	
							IJKLM	¬(R	:B7;:+;9:	7ℎ9	#B+97X	E>A@D;�=	RA��;7;A�)PQ	
																	YQZ	; = 0; ; < |�|; ; + +PQ	
																									KY	�S;T. � ≡ �	\JM]	
																																		R = R	 ∪ {�S;T};	
																																		F9VA<9	�S;T	A@7	A+	�;	
																																		_ZM`a;	
																							MLbM	
																												KY	�S;T. :	;:	�A7	;�	7ℎ9	7AD	C − 1	BDD9B>B�.9	CBc9C	:97	A+	R	\JM]	
																																								R = R ∪ {�S;T};	
																																							F9VA<9	�S;T	A@7	A+	�;	
																																							_ZM`a;	
																	KY	; == |�|	\JM]	
																										F = F ∪ R;	
																									_ZM`a;	
						#97	7ℎ9	7B>=97	�9=>99:	A+	�9=>99:	A+	9C9V9�7:	;�	R	B:	.A>>9:D;��;�=	�A�9:	V9B�	�9=>99;	
						RADX	R	;�7A	�	;+	R	:B7;:+;9:	#E	.A��;7;A�;	
�::;=�	7ℎ9	9C9V9�7:	;�	F	7A	9d;:7;�=	=>A@D:; 

4.2 Graph construction algorithms 

After obtaining the recursive (c, l) diverse sequence, the graph construction algo-

rithm constructs a graph in which all the nodes achieve their respective target degree 

obtained from the recursive (c, l) diversity sequence generation algorithm. The graph 

construction process can be divided into four steps: 

4.2.1 Step 1: Neighborhood edge editing technique   

In this step, the algorithm adds or deletes edges in the neighborhood of a node so 

that the APL changes by only 1. The three different scenarios which can occur in this 

step are: 

Case 1: Node v needs to decrease its degree and u needs to increase its degree and u 

and v are direct neighbors. So, we randomly chose one direct neighbor w of v which 

is not connected to u. Remove the edge connecting v and w and add an edge con-

necting u and w.  

Algorithm 

YQZ	9B.ℎ	�A�9	@	�99�	7A	;�.>9B:9	�9=>99	PQ 
  � = @e:	�9=>99; 
 �e = @e:	7B>=97	�9=>99; 
 YQZ	; = 0; ; < �e − �; ; + +	PQ  
 							fK]P	<, g	ℎB:	C;�h	(@, <), (<, g)	B��	<	�99�	7A	�9.>9B:9	�9=>99 
 KY	#@.ℎ	<, g	9d;:7	\JM] 
   F9VA<9	C;�h(<, g);  
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   ��� C;�h�@, g�; 
 MLbM  

_ZM`a; 
 

Case 2: u and v are two hop neighbors and both need to increase their degree. If they 

are not connected by an edge, then add an edge connecting them. 

Algorithm 
YQZ 9B.ℎ �A�9 @ �99� 7A ;�.>9B:9 �9=>99 PQ 
 YQZ 9B.ℎ �A�9 < �99� 7A ;�.>9B:9 �9=>99 PQ 
  KY @, < B>9 2 ℎAD �9;=ℎcA>: \JM] 
   KY @, < �A �A7 ℎB<9 C;�h \JM] 
    ��� C;�h�@, <�; 
 

Case 3: If two nodes u and v are direct neighbors and both needs to decrease their 

degree to achieve their target degree, then delete the edge connecting them. 

Algorithm 

YQZ 9B.ℎ �A�9 @ �99� 7A �9.>9B:9 �9=>99 PQ 
 YQZ 9B.ℎ �A�9 < �99� 7A �9.>9B:9 �9=>99 PQ 
  KY @, < ℎB<9 C;�h \JM] 
   F9VA<9 C;�h�@, <�; 
    KY �@, < B>9 2 ℎAD �9;=ℎcA>  \JM] 

    ��� C;�h�@, <�; 

 
     Figure 7: Case 1   Figure 8: Case 2  Figure 9: Case 3 

4.2.2 Step 2: Adding noise node to decrease degree 

In this step, the algorithm adds noise nodes to the nodes which need to decrease its 

degree to achieve the target degree. The process of adding noise node is described 

below: 

• Create a new node and connect it with the node which needs to decrease its 

degree. 
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• Now, if the node needs to decrease its degree by n, then delete (n+1) edges 

connecting the node with the other neighboring nodes and connect all those 

neighboring nodes with the noise node. 

Algorithm 
YQZ	9<9>X	�A�9	@	7ℎB7	�99�	7A	�9.>9B:9	7ℎ9	�9=>99	PQ 
 � = @e:	�9=>99; 
 7B>=97 = 7ℎ9	7B>=97	�9=>99	A+	@; 
 IJKLM	7>@9	PQ 
    :9C9.7	B	:9�:;7;<9	<BC@9	#	+>AV	@e:	A>;=;�BC	A�9	ℎAD	�9;=ℎcA> 
    .>9B79	B	�9g	�A�9	�	g;7ℎ	:9�:;7;<9	<BC@9	# 
    �e = 1; 
    7B>=97�ij = #9C9.7_RCA:9:7_l9=>99_m�_E>A@D(� + 2 − (7ℎ9	7B>=97	�9=>99)); 
    .A��9.7	�A�9	@	g;7ℎ	�; 
 � = � + 1; 
          IJKLM	7>@9	PQ 
																					>B��AV	:9C9.7	B	C;�h(@, <)gℎ;.ℎ	;:	;�	E; 
  �9C979	C;�h(@, <), .>9B79	C;�h(�, <); 
  �e = �e + 1; 
  � = � − 1; 
  KY	�e = 7B>=97�ij 	∨ � == 7B>=97	\JM] 
   _ZM`a; 
 KY	� == 7B>=97	\JM] 
  _ZM`a; 

4.2.3 Step 3: Adding noise node to increase degree 

In this step, the nodes which need to increase their degree to achieve the target de-

gree are adjusted by the addition of noise nodes. The algorithm involves the follow-

ing steps: 

• If a node u needs to increase its degree, then a single noise node is created 

and it is connected to u. If any node which is within two hop of u also re-

quires increasing its degree, then it is connected with the same noise node. 

The above process is continued until u achieves its target degree. 

• If the degree of the noise node is not present in the sensitive degree sequence, 

then the last connection is deleted until the degree of the noise node matches 

with a degree in the sensitive degree sequence. 

Algorithm 
YQZ	9<9>X�A�9	@	;�	E	gℎ;.ℎ	�99�:	7A	;�.>9B:9	;�	�9=>99	PQ 
 YQZ	; = 0; ; < ;�.>9B:9_�@V; ; + +	PQ 
  .>9B79	B	�9g	�A�9	�; 
  .A��9.7	�A�9	@	g;7ℎ	�; 
  YQZ	9<9>X	�A�9	<	7ℎB7	;:	A�9	A>	7gA	ℎAD	�9;=ℎcA>	A+	�A�9	@	PQ 
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4.2.4 Noise node degree setting 

In this step, if the noise node degree is not present in the sensitive degree sequence, 

then we adjust the noise node degree as follows: 

• Find all the nodes which are within three hopes of the noise node which need 

to modify its degree 

• Set a degree which is present in the degree sequence and even times greater 

than the noise node degree as the target degree of the noise node. 

• Delete the edge connecting the nodes which are within three hops of the 

noise node and connect those two nodes with the noise node. Continue the 

process until the noise node achieves the target degree.  

Algorithm 
:9C9.7		DB;>:	A+	�A;:9	�A�9:	78B7	9B.8	DB;>:	A+	�A�9:	B>9	g;78;�	3	8AD:	7A	9B.8	A789>; 
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YQZ	9<9>X	�A�9	�	8B:	A��	�9=>99	PQ 
 :9C9.7	B�	A��	�9=>99	7B>=97�ij 	��. � - 7B>=97�ij�;�	��ij; 
YQZ	9B.8	�A;:9	�A�9	�	PQ 
 IJKLM	�. � s 7B>=97�ij 	PQ	 
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 Figure 10: decreasing degree    Figure 11: increasing degree      Figure 12: noise node degree  

         adjustment  
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In the next section, we analyze these four algorithms, show the deficiencies in 

these algorithms and propose new algorithms which reduce the number of noise 

nodes added to achieve recursive (c, l) diversity.  

5 Identifying problems in the existing recursive (c, l) 

diversity model and suggested solutions 

In this section, we discuss the algorithms we have proposed and also the effect of the 

proposed approaches on the final output i.e. the number of noise nodes added to 

achieve recursive (c, l) diversity anonymization. The algorithms and theorems we 

have proposed are specifically for achieving recursive (c, l) diversity. The two main 

contributions of our work are:  

1) Firstly, we have identified the problem i.e. there should be a particular ordering of 

the cases in the neighborhood edge editing algorithm (See section 4.2.1) to get the 

optimal result i.e. minimal number of noise nodes. To support our claim, we have 

considered different scenarios of degree modification by the nodes and analyzed 

those scenarios. The analysis result also supports our claim. Next, we have proposed 

the algorithm to find out the optimal ordering of the cases so that minimum number 

of noise nodes will be added. We have also proposed two theorems whose results 

have been used in developing the core concept of the algorithm. 

2) In [13], only increasing the degree of noise nodes in the noise node degree setting 

algorithm (See section 4.2.4) has been considered to achieve the target degree. But no 

algorithm or technique was proposed to reduce the noise node degree after the de-

gree adjustment phase. In this paper, we propose an algorithm which handles this 

situation. 

In the next subsection, we first analyze the different degree scenario of a graph 

which can be handled by the neighborhood edge editing technique and justify our 

claim that there should be a particular case ordering when applying the neighbor-

hood edge editing algorithm. 

5.1 Comparative Study of different cases 

We analyze different degree scenarios using small sub-graphs. These small sub-

graphs can be a part of any large network. At first, we consider some exemplary sce-

narios of degree change and then extend our approach for any generalized degree 

change value and justify our approach. In Figure 13 to Figure 47, we have used the 
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convention that the degree change required by a particular node is denoted in the 

form of  �V or	0�, where �V	denotes that the particular node needs to increase its 

degree by m to achieve its target degree and 0� denotes that the particular node 

needs to decrease its degree by n to achieve its target degree. 

5.1.1 Comparative study between case1 and case2 

In this section, we have shown why there should be an ordering between case1 and 

case2 and how it influences the final output i.e. number of noise nodes and also the 

difference in computing cost. 

5.1.1.1 Scenario 1 

 
 

Figure 13:  Original graph          Figure 14: Applying case2         Figure 15: Applying case1  

      on Figure 13          on Figure 13  

The graph in Figure 13 shows that node 2 needs to decrease its degree by two and 

the nodes 1 and 4 need to decrease their degrees by 1. So, node1-node2 and node2-

node4 satisfy the condition of case 1 while node1-node4 satisfies the condition of 

case 2. Now, we will apply both the cases i.e. case 1and case 2 and analyze what 

happens if one is applied before another. 

Operation 1: The graph in Figure 14 is obtained from Figure 13 by applying case2 

first. As per the condition of case 2, the degrees of 1 and 4 will be increased by one 

and the nodes will be connected by an edge. Now, as Figure 14 shows that after ap-

plying case 2 first, no node remains which needs to increase degree, so there is no 

scope for applying case 1. The only way to reduce the degree of node2 is by adding 

noise node which will be handled in the second step i.e. addition of noise node to 

reduce the degree.  

Operation 2: Figure 15 is obtained from Figure 13 by applying case1 first. To achieve 

this we can choose any one of the following combination of nodes: node 1-node 2 or 

node 2-node 4. Here, we have considered the combination of node 1 and node 2. So, 
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case1 is applied on node1 and node2, then node1’s degree will increase and node2’s 

degree will decrease. So, we have added an edge connecting node1 with node3 and 

deleted the edge between node2 and node3. Now only, node2 needs to decrease its 

degree by 1 and node 4 needs to increase its degree. So, there is no scope of applying 

case 2. Only case1 can be applied. Figure 16 shows the result after case1 is applied. 

As a result, no node is left which needs to decrease or increase its degree. 

 
Figure 16: Applying case1 on   Figure 17: Graph for scenario 2         Figure 18: Graph for 

      Figure 15               scenario 3 

So, we conclude that if a graph has the above pattern then applying case1 first will 

produce better result and no noise node will be required. 

5.1.1.2 Scenario 2 
Figure 17 describes another case, where node1, node2 and node4 all need to change 

their degrees by 1. Node1 and node4 need to increase their degrees by 1 and node2 

needs to decrease its degree by 1. 

Operation 1: Now, if case 1 is applied first, then there are two possible options i.e. 

node1-node2 and node2-node4. If we choose to apply case1 on node1 and node2, 

then node1’s degree will be increased by connecting it with node 3 by an edge, and 

node2’s degree will be reduced by deleting the edge connecting with node3. But still 

node4 will be left, which needs to increase its degree. Similar result will occur if 

case1 is applied on node2 and node4. One node will always be left out which can 

achieve its target degree only by adding noise nodes. 

Operation 2: If case2 is applied first, then node1 and node4 will be connected by an 

edge, so both of them will achieve their respective target degrees but node2 will re-

quire addition of a noise node to achieve its target degree.   

So, both operation 1 and operation 2 produce the same result and hence under this 

scenario, there is no order of preference in between case1 and case2. 
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5.1.1.3 Scenario 3 

Figure 18 describes the condition where node1 and node4 need to increase their de-

grees by 2 and node2 needs to decrease its degree by 1. 

Operation 1: If case 1 is applied first, then case1 can be applied between either 

node1-node2 or node2-node4. If case1 is applied between node1and node2, then 

node 2 won’t require any further degree change. But node1 still needs to increase its 

degree by 1 to reach the target degree. So, case2 can be applied for node1 and node4. 

But the condition for applying case 2 is that, both the nodes should be two hop 

neighbors. So, we have to take extra care while applying case1 algorithm so that the 

edge connecting node 2 and node 4 is not deleted. So, operation 1 requires extra 

computation cost to ensure that the edge joining node2 and node4 is not deleted. 

 
Figure 19: Applying case2 on       Figure 20: Final output for        Figure 21: Graph for  

Figure 18    scenario 3         scenario 4  

Operation 2: If case2 is applied first, then node1 and node4 will be connected by an 

edge (See Figure 19). But still node1 and node4 need to increase their degrees by 1 

and node 2 needs to reduce its degree by 1 to reach the respective target degrees. So, 

case1 can be applied among the three nodes and in the final output only one node 

i.e. either node1 or node4 will remain, which will require addition of noise nodes to 

increase its degree (See Figure 20). 

So, although both operation1 and operation2, produce the same output, operation 1 

requires more computation cost as it requires an extra checking constraint to pro-

duce exactly the same output. So, for this particular scenario, case 2 is more efficient 

as compared to case1 if it is applied first. 

5.1.1.4 Scenario 4 

Figure 21 describes the scenario where all the nodes need to change their degrees by 

2 to reach their respective target degrees.  
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Operation 1: Now, if case1 is applied first on the graph in Figure 21, then it can be 

applied in between node1-node2 and node2-node4. If we apply case1 on node1 and 

node2, then node3 which is a neighbor of node2 will be connected with node1 and 

the edge between node2 and node3 will be deleted (See Figure 22). By doing so, the 

degree of node2 is decreased while degree of node1 is increased by 1. If case1 is ap-

plied once more in between node2- node4, then node2 will achieve its target degree 

but node4 will still require increasing its degree by 1 to reach the target degree (See 

Figure 23). Next, case2 can be applied for node1-node4 to increase their degree by 1 

and both of them will achieve their respective target degree (See Figure 24). But the 

main concern of this approach is - To obtain the final output we need to take care 

that while applying case1, the edges connecting node1 and node4 with node2 should 

not be deleted. Otherwise, the nodes won’t remain two hop neighbors to each other 

which is the main pre-requisite of applying case2. 

 
Figure 22: Applying case1 on          Figure 23: Applying case1 on          Figure 24: Final output  

                   Figure 21              Figure 22        for scenario 4 

 
    

Figure 25: Applying case2 on  Figure 26: Applying case1 on    Figure 27: Graph for  

                   Figure 21    Figure 25   Scenario 5 
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Operation 2: If case2 is applied on the graph in Figure 21, then node1 and node4’s 

degree will be increased by 1 (See Figure 25). But, to achieve the target degree of all 

the nodes, some more operations are required. If we analyze the graph in Figure 25, 

we can see that case1 can be applied among the node1, node2, and node4. Now, 

case1 is applied on node1 and node2, node1 can achieve its target degree. If case1 is 

applied once more, then node2 and node4 will also achieve their target degree (See 

Figure 26). But in this operation, while applying case1 on node1 and node2, we have 

to ensure that the edge connecting node2 and node4 is not deleted.  

So, on comparison we deduce that although both the operations produce the same 

output operation 2 requires less computation cost than operation 1. So, for the above 

case also, case2 can produce better result if applied first.  

5.1.1.5 Scenario 5 

The graph in the Figure 27 shows that, node1 and node4 need to increase their de-

grees by n and p respectively and node2 needs to reduce its degree by m to achieve 

the target degree, where {m, n, p} >2. Now, if case1 is applied first on node1and 

node2, then we have to take extra care so that the edge connecting the node2 and 

node4 is not deleted and same condition applies if case1 is applied first for node2 

and node4. But, if we apply case2 on node1 and node4 first, then we don’t have to 

check the edge deleting constraint every time. So, applying case2 first saves a lot of 

computational cost. So, for any scenario which satisfies the above criteria, case2 

should be given priority over case1. 

5.1.2 Comparative study between case 1 and case 3 

Here, we discuss the effect of ordering in between case1 and case3 through different 

scenarios and show why there should be an ordering between case1 and case3. 

5.1.2.1 Scenario 1 

The graph in Figure 28 depicts a scenario where case1and case3 can be applied sim-

ultaneously. We have considered the structure of this graph to analyze the priority 

order of case1 and case3. 

Operation 1: Figure 30 shows the result of applying case1 first. If case1 is applied 

first on the graph in Figure 30, then it can be done between either node1-node2 or 

node2-node4. If case1 is applied on node1-node2, node1’s degree will decrease and 

node2’s degree will be increased. So, node2 will be connected with a neighboring 

node (u) of node 1 and the edge connecting node u and node1will be deleted. Now 

only, node 2 needs to increase its degree by 1 and node 4 needs to decrease its de-
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gree. So, there is no scope of applying case3. Only case1 can be applied. Figure 31 

shows the result after applying case1. As a result, no node is left which needs to de-

crease or increase its degree. 

 
 
Figure 28: Original graph Figure 29: Applying case3    Figure 30: Applying case1on  

   on Figure 28   Figure 28 

Operation 2: Figure 29 shows the resulting graph if case3 is applied first. As per the 

condition of case 3, the degrees of node1 and node 4 will be decreased by one and 

the edge connecting them is to be deleted. Now, as shown in Figure 29 there isn’t 

any node left which needs to decrease degree, so there is no scope of applying case 1. 

The only way to increase the degree of node2 is by adding noise node which will be 

handled in the next algorithm i.e. addition of noise node to increase the degree. 

So, from the comparative analysis of both the operations, we can easily conclude that 

applying case1 first on the above scenario produces better result as compared to 

case3. So, case1 has more priority in this scenario. 

 

 
Figure 31: Applying case1on      Figure 32: Graph for scenario 2        Figure 33: Graph for  

                  Figure 30           scenario 3 
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5.1.2.2 Scenario 2 

The graph in Figure 32 describes the scenario where node1, node2 and node4 need 

to change their degree by 1. Now, if case 1 is applied first, then node 2 will achieve 

its target degree along with either node 1 or node 4. The remaining node can only 

achieve their target degrees by the addition of noise nodes. Same result can be ob-

tained if we apply casse3 first. Then, node 1 and node 4 will achieve their target de-

grees but node2 will require addition of noise nodes to achieve its target degree. So, 

in the above scenario where all nodes are required to change their degree by 1, case1 

and case3 both produce the same output and the computation cost is also same. 

5.1.2.3 Scenario 3 

Figure 33 describes the scenario where all the nodes need to modify their respective 

degrees by 2 to achieve the target degrees. 

Operation 1: If case1 is applied on the graph in Figure 33, then any one of the two 

combinations node1-node2 or node2-node4 can be chosen. If case 1 is applied on 

node1 and node2, then the edge connecting node1 with one of its neighbor (u) will 

be deleted and node u will be connected with node 2 (See Figure 34). If case 1 is ap-

plied again on the resulting graph shown in Figure 34, then again we can choose 

anyone of the combinations node 1-node 2 or node 2-node 4. If we proceed with 

node 1-node 2, then node 1 and node 2 will reach its target degree but node 4 will 

require addition of noise nodes to reach target degree (See Figure 35). But if we have 

chosen node2-node4, then node2 will achieve its target degree but node1 and node4 

will still require decreasing their degrees by 1 to achieve the target degrees which 

can be handled by case3. The main problems of operation1 are: 

1) In every application of case1 we have to ensure that the edge connecting node 1 

and node 4 does not get deleted, 

2) After applying case1 for the first time we have to choose the combination of node 

2-node 4 so that the optimal result can be obtained, otherwise noise nodes will be 

required to achieve the target degree. 
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Figure 34: Applying case1on      Figure 35: Applying case 1 on Figure 36: Applying case3on  

               Figure 33     Figure 34          Figure 33 

Operation 2: If case3 is applied first on the graph in Figure 33, then the edge con-

necting node1 and node 4 will be deleted and now only case1 can be applied on the 

rest of the nodes (See Figure 36). If case1 is applied on node 1 and node 2, node 1 

will reach its target degree (See Figure 37) and if case1 is applied once more on node 

2 and node 4, then both of them will also reach their respective target degrees (See 

Figure 38). No extra checking constraint is required in operation 2. 

From the above analysis of the two operations, we can conclude that operation 2 is a 

better approach than operation1 because it guarantees producing the optimal output 

while there is no certainty of getting the optimal output in operation1 and also if we 

consider computing cost, operation 2 is much more efficient. 

5.1.2.4 Scenario 4 

The graph in Figure 39 describes a scenario where node 1 and node 4 need to reduce 

their degrees by 2 and 1 respectively to achieve their target degrees and node 2 

needs to increase its degree by 1 to reach its target degree. 

Operation 1: If case1 is applied first on the graph in Figure 39, then it can be applied 

on either node1-node2 or node2-node4. If case 1 is applied on node1 and node2, then 

node1 will decrease its degree by 1 and node2 will increase its degree by 1 and 

node2 will achieve its target degree. But we have to ensure that while decreasing 

node 1’s degree, the edge connecting node1 and node4 is not deleted. Otherwise, 

case3 can’t be applied between node1 and node4. Otherwise, if case 1 is applied on 

node2 and node4 first, then both of them would have reached their respective target 

degrees but there wouldn’t be any possibility left for node1 to achieve its target de-

gree by neighborhood edge editing approach. Addition of noise nodes will be the 

only option.  
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Figure 37: Applying case1on      Figure 38: Applying case1on   Figure 39: Graph for scenario 4 

    Figure 36          Figure 37         

    
Figure 40: Applying case3 on   Figure 41: Applying case1on    Figure. 42: Graph for Scenario 5 

                    Figure 39       Figure 40 

Operation 2: Now if case3 is applied first, then node 1 and node 4’s degree will be 

decreased by 1 and node 4 will be achieving its target degree (See Figure 40). Only 

node 1 and node 2 will be left which can be handled by case1. After applying case1, 

both of them will also be reaching their respective target degrees (See Figure 41). 

So, comparing both the operations, we conclude that operation 2 is more efficient in 

producing the optimal output and requires less computation cost. Operation 1 does 

not ensure the optimal output (the graph which will require no noise node addition 

for anonymization).  

5.1.2.5 Scenario 5 

The graph in the Figure 42 shows that, node1 and node4 need to decrease their de-

grees by m and p respectively and node2 needs to increase its degree by n to achieve 

the target degree, where {m, n, p} >2. Now, if we apply case 1 first on node1and 

node2, then we have to take extra care so that the edge connecting the node1 and 
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node4 is not deleted and same checking constraint is applied if we are applying case 

1for node2 and node4. But, if we apply case3 on node1 and node4 first, then we 

don’t have to check the edge deleting constraint every time. So, applying case3 first 

saves a lot of computational cost and hence under any scenario which satisfies the 

above criteria, case3 should be preferred to case1. 

5.1.3 Comparative study between case 2 and case 3 

The graph in Figure 43 depicts a scenario where case 2 and case 3 exists simultane-

ously. Now, if we apply case 2 first, then the two nodes which need to increase their 

degrees will achieve their target degrees and then if we apply case3 for node1 and 

node 4, both of them will achieve their respective target degrees by deleting the edge 

connecting them. Now, if we have applied case 3 first and then case 2, the final out-

put would have been the same. Here, we have taken the example where the nodes 

need to change the degree by 1. The result shows that the final output is independ-

ent of the order of the cases. This is true not only for degree change by 1 but for any 

n, where n = the amount of degree to be modified for a particular node. 

 
Figure 43: Graph explaining case2 and case3 

5.2 Analysis of the result of the comparative study 

From the above analysis we can infer the following key points: 

• The number of noise nodes added for anonymizing the raw social network 

graph varies with the ordering of applying case 1–case 2 and case1-case3 but 

it does not depend on the order of applying case 2-case 3.  

• Among the three cases, following six different combinations can be generat-

ed: 123, 132, 231, 213, 312, and 321. But from the analysis we have found out 

that case 2 and case 3 have no priority order between them. So, applying 
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case 2 before case 3 or case 3 before case 2 doesn’t affect the number of noise 

nodes added i.e. the output produced by the combinations 123 and 231 are 

identical with the output produced by 132 and 321 respectively. As a result, 

we can reduce the problem size to deal with the following four combinations 

of case orderings- 123, 213, 321, and 312.  

Our analysis shows that number of noise nodes added is influenced by the ordering 

of the cases but it does not predict which will be the optimal ordering to obtain min-

imal number of noise nodes because the number of noise nodes added is governed 

by the algorithms described in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. So, in the next section, we 

analyze these two algorithms to predict the optimal ordering which requires addi-

tion of minimum number of noise nodes for anonymization. 

5.3 Analysis of noise node addition algorithms and their ef-

fects on noise node addition 

1) Now, from Figure 10 describing algorithm (noise node addition to reduce degree), 

we can observe that for a particular node to reduce its degree, only one fake node is 

required. The algorithm works in such an intelligent way that the addition of fake 

nodes is independent of the number of degree changes required for a particular 

node. So, if there are N nodes which need to decrease their degrees, then N fake 

nodes will be added. 

2) Next, we have analyzed the algorithm (noise node addition to increase degree) to 

identify the influence of the number of nodes which need to increase their degrees 

and total amount of degree changes by those nodes on the number of noise nodes 

added. For this purpose, we have proved two theorems which can be used to gener-

ate the optimal case ordering (See the APPENDIX for their proofs).  

Theorem 1: The minimum number of noise nodes required to be added in the algorithm 

(Noise node addition to increase degree) is equal to the ceiling of the average degree change 

required by the nodes which need to increase their degrees and the minimum number of noise 

nodes occur only when all those nodes are interconnected (one hop or two hop neighbor of 

each other). 

Theorem 2: The maximum number of noise nodes required to be added in the algorithm 

(Noise node addition to increase degree) is equal to the summation of the degree change re-

quired by all the nodes which need to increase their degrees to achieve their target degrees. 
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Figure 44: Nodes which need to   Figure 45: Applying algorithm in  

     increase degree     step3 on Fig. 44 

            
Figure 46: Applying algorithm in step 3              Fig. 47: Applying algorithm in step 3   

on Figure 45         on Figure 46 

So, from the above two theorems, we can conclude that if total m number of de-

gree changes is required to achieve the target degree for N number of nodes, then 

maximum m number of fake nodes need to be added i.e. in the worst case, the no of 

fake nodes required to be added will be equal to the sum of the degree changes re-

quired for all those nodes which need to increase their degrees and the minimum 

number of fake nodes required will be the ceiling of the average degree change re-

quired to achieve the target degree by the nodes which needs to increase their de-

grees by the addition of fake nodes. Let’s say, each N node needs to increase its de-

gree by m to achieve its target degree. So, the minimum number of fake nodes to be 

added to achieve the target degree is	⌈	V		⌉. e.g. - let’s assume that four nodes need to 

increase their degree by 12 to achieve their target degree (See Figure 44). Using the 

graph in Figure 44, we will be showing an example that the minimum number of 

noise node addition will occur when each of them needs to modify their degrees by 

the same amount and the minimum number of noise node is equal to the ceiling of 
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the average degree change. The graphs in Figure 45, 46 and 47 describe the noise 

node addition approach. All the nodes from node1 to node4 need to increase their 

degrees by 3 and all of them are one or two hop neighbors of each other. The final 

output i.e. Figure 47 shows that 3 noise nodes have been added to achieve the re-

spective target degree of all the nodes. If we follow the same procedure where node 

1, node 2, node 3 and node 4 needs to increase their degree by 6, 3, 2, and 1 respec-

tively, then at least 6 noise nodes will be required. We can further extend this con-

cept to state that the maximum number of noise nodes to be added is equal to the 

summation of degree changes required by all the nodes which need to increase their 

degrees.  

5.4 Algorithm 1: Optimal case ordering 

In this section we propose an algorithm to compute the optimal ordering of the cases 

using the results of the Theorems in section 5.3. Let’s say, V denotes the best case of 

the algorithm (noise node addition to increase degree) i.e. minimum number of ad-

dition of noise nodes i.e. ceiling of the average degree change required for all the 

nodes which need to increase their degrees to achieve the target degrees (See Theo-

rem 1), � denotes the number of nodes which need to decrease their degrees to 

achieve their target degrees, and D denotes the number of noise nodes to be added in 

the worst case of the ‘noise node addition to increase degree’ algorithm i.e. total 

number of degree changes required by the nodes which needs to increase their de-

grees (See Theorem 2). After applying the neighborhood edge editing algorithm for 

the four different combinations, we can use the following algorithm to find the best 

case ordering and use that case ordering in the neighborhood edge editing algorithm 

to generate the anonymized graph with addition of minimum number of noise 

nodes. The algorithm works in the following way: 

• Step 1: If for all the case orderings, if the minimum number of noise nodes to 

be added for the nodes which need to increase their degrees is not less than 

the number of noise nodes to be added for the nodes which need to decrease 

their degrees to achieve the target degrees, then select the case ordering 

which produces minimum number of nodes which needs to increase their 

degrees. 

• Step 2: Otherwise, if for all the case orderings, if the number of noise nodes to 

be added for the nodes which need to decrease their degrees to achieve the 

target degrees is greater than the minimum number of noise nodes to be 

added for the nodes which needs to increase their degrees, then select the 

case ordering which produces the minimum summation of n and p. 
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• Step 3: Otherwise, calculate the best case orderings which satisfy the condi-

tion V ≥ � and the condition V - � respectively. Select both the best cases as a 

set of optimal case ordering and compute the graph construction algorithm 

for both the cases. One of them will produce the anonymized graph with 

minimum number of noise nodes being added.  

Algorithm 

Input: The number of nodes which need to increase or decrease their degree 

Output: optimal ordering of the cases 

1. KY	V ≥ �	+A>	BCC	789	.B:9:	\JM]  

2. :9C9.7	789	.B:9	A>�9>;�=	g8;.8	D>A�@.9:	V;�;V@V	�@Vc9>	A+	�A�9:	g8;.8	�99�:	 
					7A	;�.>9B:9	789;>	�9=>99 
3. MLbM		KY		V - �	+A>	BCC	789	.B:9:	\JM] 

4. .AVD@79	789	:@VVB7;A�	A+	�	B��	D 

5. :9C9.7	789	.B:9	A>�9>;�=	g8;.8	D>A�@.9:	V;�;V@V	:@VVB7;A�	<BC@9 

6. MLbM 

7. YQZ	; � 0; ; < 4; ; + +PQ 

8. .AVD@79	789	.B:9:	g89>9	V ≥ �	B��	V - � 

9. 9��	A+	YQZ 

10. :9C9.7	789	.B:9	A>�9>;�=	g8;.8	D>A�@.9:	V;�;V@V	�@Vc9>	A+	�A�9:	g8;.8	 
							�99�	7A	;�.>9B:9	�9=>99	B��	:B7;:+;9:	789	.A��7;A�	V ≥ � 

11. :9C9.7	789	.B:9	A>�9>;�=	g8;.8	D>A�@.9:	V;�;V@V	:@VVB7;A�	<BC@9	A+	�	B��	D	 
							B�� 	:B7;:;+;9:	789	.A��;7;A�	V - �	 
12. :9C9.7	cA78	789	.B:9:	Ac7B;�9�	+>AV	:79D	10	B��	:79D	11	B:	B	:97	A+	AD7;VBC	.B:9	 
								A>�9>;�=		 
13. 9��	KY 

5.5 Algorithm 2: Noise node degree modification 

In [22], the main deficiency of the recursive (c, l) diversity graph generation algo-

rithm is that it ignores the possibility of noise node decreasing its degree to reach the 

target degree. In the algorithm (noise node degree setting); the authors have only 

proposed the algorithm to modify the noise node degrees by increasing their respec-

tive degrees by an even number. If the noise node can’t achieve any of the degree in 

the degree sequence by increasing its degree in the multiple of 2, then its target de-

gree should be changed by increasing one of the target degrees by 1 and the entire 

anonymized graph construction algorithm should be computed from the start again. 

This is the main drawback of the graph construction algorithm proposed in [22] as it 

requires more computational cost. So, every time we have to consider the whole in-
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put size and execute all the algorithms. But in our proposed algorithm, we only con-

sider the particular noise nodes which can’t achieve their target degrees after apply-

ing noise node degree setting algorithm and apply the graph construction algo-

rithms explicitly for those noise nodes only; not for the entire input size. 

Algorithm 

Input: Raw graph data 

Output: Anonymized graph consisting of noise nodes 

1. #97	� � {	} 
2. YQZ	; � 0; ; < |�A;:9	�A�9:|; ; + +	PQ 

3. KY	�9=>99[�A;:9_�A�9[;]]	;:	�A7	D>9:9�7	;�	789	:9�:;7;<9	�9=>99	:9?@9�.9	\JM]  

4.  � � �	 ∪ �A;:9_�A�9[;] 
5. 9��	KY 

6. 9��	A+	YQZ 

7. IJKLM	|�|! � 	�y		PQ 

8. �9;=8cA>8AA�	9�=9	9�;7;�=	�	�	+A>	789	9C9V9�7:	;�	�; 
9. �A;:9	�A�9	B��;7;A�	7A	�9.>9B:9	�9=>99�	�	+A>	789	9C9V9�7:	;�	�; 
10. �A;:9	�A�9	B��;7;A�	7A	;�.>9B:9	�9=>99�	�	+A>	789	9C9V9�7:	;�	�; 
11. �A;:9	�A�9	�9=>99	:977;�=	�	�	+A>	789	9C9V9�7:	;�	�; 
12. #97	� � {	}; 
13. YQZ	; � 0; ; < |�A;:9	�A�9:|; ; + +	PQ 

14. KY	�9=>99[�A;:9_�A�9[;]]	;:	�A7	D>9:9�7	;�	789	:9�:;7;<9	�9=>99	:9?@9�.9	\JM]  

15.  � � �	 ∪ �A;:9_�A�9[;] 
16. 9��	KY 

17. 9��	A+	YQZ 

18. 9��	A+	IJKLM 

6 Experimental Results 

In this section, we thoroughly analyze the experimental results and show the effec-

tiveness of our algorithms. The results also justify our claim of using an optimal or-

dering of the cases in the neighborhood edge editing algorithm to obtain the anony-

mized graph by adding minimal number of noise nodes.  

6.1 Dataset  

We have used the following three social network datasets: 
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1. The Prefuse project - The dataset consists of 129 nodes. We have considered the first 

letter of the name of the actors as the sensitive label associated with that actor [10]. 

2. Co-authorship Network Data - We have used a co-authorship network data of 

scientists who were working on network theory and experiments. This dataset was 

compiled by M. Newman [16]. This particular version, which we have used for our 

experiment purpose consists of 1589 nodes and 2742 edges. We have considered the 

first letter of the name of the scientists as the distinct sensitive labels for our experi-

ment purpose e.g. - the sensitive label assigned for the name, KUPERMAN is K. So, 

26 different sensitive labels are available. 

3. The Cora Dataset (http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/linqs/projects/lbc/index.html) - 

This dataset consists of 2708 machine learning papers which are classified into seven 

different categories: Case_Based, Genetic_Algorithms, Neural_Networks, Probabilis-

tic_Methods, Reinforcement_Learning, Rule_Learning and Theory. This dataset con-

sists of 2708 nodes and 5429 edges. We have considered the seven different catego-

ries as seven different sensitive labels. 

6.2 Results and analysis 

Table 1: Result of Neighborhood edge editing algorithm for k=5, l=2 

Case orderings 321 312 123 213 

c values 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 

x/y 6/1 6/1 5/1 5/1 2/3 2/3 5/1 5/1 

icost/dcost 16/18 16/18 12/18 12/18 15/19 15/19 13/19 13/19 

Cost 34 34 30 30 34 34 32 32 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Result of Neighborhood edge editing algorithm for k=5, l=5 

Case orderings 321 312 123 213 

c values 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 

x/y 4/3 4/1 4/2 5/1 4/2 1/3 4/3 2/1 

icost/dcost 18/25 12/18 21/24 12/18 18/25 13/19 15/26 9/19 

Cost 43 30 45 30 43 32 41 28 

 

Table 3: Result of Neighborhood edge editing algorithm for k=5, l=10 

Case orderings 321 312 123 213 

c values 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 

x/y 3/2 4/5 4/3 5/3 4/2 4/4 2/6 2/6 
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icost/dcost 18/30 15/32 35/31 21/28 14/28 28/33 11/37 6/33 

Cost 48 47 66 49 42 61 48 39 

 

Table 4: Result of Neighborhood edge editing algorithm for k=10, l=2 

Case orderings 321 312 123 213 

c values 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 

x/y 5/1 12/1 10/2 10/2 5/2 5/2 3/2 3/2 

icost/dcost 15/28 15/28 29/28 29/28 14/31 14/31 8/29 8/29 

Cost 43 43 57 57 45 45 37 37 

  

Table 5: Result of Neighborhood edge editing algorithm for k=10, l=5 

Case orderings 321 312 123 213 

c values 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 

x/y 5/1 3/2 9/2 9/2 8/3 8/3 3/2 3/2 

icost/dcost 17/28 17/28 23/28 23/28 33/30 33/30 9/28 9/28 

Cost 45 45 51 51 63 63 37 37 

 

Table 6: Result of Neighborhood edge editing algorithm for k=10, l=10 

Case orderings 321 312 123 213 

c values 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 

x/y 3/2 4/5 4/3 5/3 4/2 4/4 2/6 2/6 

icost/dcost 18/30 15/32 35/31 21/28 14/28 28/33 11/37 6/33 

Cost 48 47 66 49 42 61 48 39 

 

In Tables 1-6, we have shown the results obtained by the different case orderings for 

a particular value of k and l while changing the c value. The representation x/y, x is 

the number of nodes needed to increase their degree to achieve the target degrees 

and y is the number of nodes needed to decrease their degree to achieve their target 

degrees. The term icost denotes the total number of degree changes required by the 

nodes which are needed to increase their degrees to achieve their respective target 

degrees and the term dcost denotes the total number of degree changes required by 

the nodes which are needed to decrease their degrees to achieve their respective tar-

get degrees. The term cost denotes the summation of icost and dcost. 

We have tested our proposed algorithm against different k, l, and c values and we 

have found out that all the parameters which we have mentioned in our proposed 

algorithm influences the final output i.e. the number of noise nodes required to be 

added for anonymization. The parameters are-  

1) Number of nodes to increase their degree,  
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2) Number of nodes to decrease their degree,  

3) Total number of degree changes required by the nodes which need to increase 

their degree,  

4) Average degree change by the nodes which needs to increase their degree 

 
     Figure 48: Percentage of noise nodes for     Figure 49: Percentage of noise nodes for  

    different l values (k=5, c=2)      different l values(k=5, c=3) 

 
          Figure 50: Percentage of noise nodes for      Figure 51: Percentage of noise nodes for  

different l values (k=10, c=2)       different l values(k=10, c=3) 

In Tables 1-6, we have shown the outputs of different case orderings against dif-

ferent k, l and c values. We have considered two different k values - 5 and 10, three 

different l-values – 2, 5, and 10, and two different c values – 2, and 3. Figures 48-51 

show the comparison of the percentage of noise nodes added for different case or-

derings for different l values. The figures clearly show that there is a huge difference 

in maximum and minimum number of noise nodes added to achieve recursive (c, l) 

diversity anonymization e.g. if we apply case ordering 312 for k=10, l=10, and c=2, 

then 21.7% noise nodes will be required to achieve recursive (c, l) diversity anony-

mization while for the same k, l, and c value, if we apply case ordering 123 or 321, 

only 10.9% noise nodes will be required which is almost 10% less than the percent-

age of noise node required for the case ordering 312. Similarly, for different k, l and c 

values, we have shown that there exists a significant difference in the percentage of 
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noise nodes added for different case orderings. Thus, the results also support our 

claim that there should be an ordering of the cases of neighborhood edge editing 

algorithm so that minimal number of noise nodes is added to achieve recursive (c, l) 

diversity anonymization. In the following two sub-sections, we have discussed the 

performance of our proposed algorithm against the algorithm proposed in [22].  

6.2.1 Noise Node Reduction 

 In this section, we show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm in generating 

an anonymized dataset for a particular set of values of k, l, and c with addition of 

minimal number of noise nodes. Here, we have compared the percentage of noise 

nodes added by our proposed method and the existing method given in [22].  The 

approach in [22] does not use the concept of optimal ordering of the cases in the 

neighborhood edge editing algorithm, so the raw data can be anonymized using any 

one of the four case orderings, of which only one is optimal. So, it is expected that 

the number of noise nodes to be added will be more in comparison to our approach 

as our approach is based upon the optimal case ordering obtained from the algo-

rithm proposed in section 5.4 and then generates the anonymized graph using that 

case ordering, so the number of noise nodes added is always minimal i.e. our algo-

rithm detects the best scenario for case ordering which results to minimal number of 

noise node addition. We have used the following formula to compute the percentage 

of noise nodes. 

�A;:9	�A�9	D9>.9�7B=9 � �@Vc9>	A+	�A;:9	�A�9:	B��9�
zA7BC	�@Vc9>	A+	�A�9:	D>9:9�7	;�	789	>Bg	=>BD8	 
 100 

In Figures 52-65, the line labeled as Proposed represents the percentage of noise 

nodes added by using our proposed approach and the line labeled as Existing de-

notes the percentage of noise nodes to be added by applying the method proposed 

in [22]. We have considered the worst case scenario of case ordering while compu-

ting the number of noise nodes required to be added for the algorithm in [22] in or-

der to highlight the optimal difference between it and our proposed algorithm. The 

differences in the number of noise nodes to be added signify the efficiency of our 

approach. 
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    Figure 52: Percentage of noise nodes for    Figure 53: Percentage of noise nodes for 

  different l values (k=5, c=2)         different l values (k=5, c=3) 

  
      Figure 54: Percentage of noise nodes for       Figure 55: Percentage of noise nodes for 

           different l values (k=10, c=2)          different l values (k=10, c=3)  

  
Figure 56: Percentage of noise nodes for        Figure 57: Percentage of noise nodes for 

          different k values (l=8, c=2)      different k values (l=8, c=3) 
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            Figure 58: Percentage of noise nodes for         Figure 59: Percentage of noise nodes for 

    different k values (l=10, c=2)            different k values (l=10, c=3) 

 
        Figure 60: Percentage of noise nodes for      Figure 61: Percentage of noise nodes for 

     different k values (l=12, c=2)            different k values (l=12, c=3) 

 
        Figure 62: Percentage of noise nodes for      Figure 63: Percentage of noise nodes for 

  different k values (l=2, c=2)          different k values (l=2, c=3) 
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        Figure 64: Percentage of noise nodes for      Figure 65: Percentage of noise nodes for 

  different k values (l=3, c=2)          different k values (l=3, c=3) 

Figures 52-55 denote the percentage of noise nodes required to be added by 

the two methods to anonymize the raw Prefuse dataset. For the Prefuse dataset, we 

have considered two different k values; 5 and 10, as the size of the dataset is relative-

ly small. We have measured the performance of both the algorithms for three differ-

ent l values; 2, 5, 10 and two different c values; 2 and 3. From these figures, we ob-

serve that our method produces anonymized data by adding less number of noise 

nodes and for higher values of k and l, our approach achieves anonymization with 

almost 10% less number of noise nodes as compared to the method proposed in [22]. 

Figures 56-61 represent the percentage of noise nodes added by both the 

methods to anonymize the raw co-authorship data for different k, l and c values re-

spectively. For the co-authorship dataset, we have considered seven different k val-

ues, three different l values and two different c values. As the dataset size and the 

number of sensitive labels are more as compared to the Prefuse dataset, we have 

considered higher values of k and l for our experimental purpose. For each different 

combination of k, l and c values, our proposed method produces anonymized graph 

with lesser number of noise nodes being added. The usage of higher values of k and 

l also denotes that our proposed method can also be scaled up according to the data 

size. 

Figures 62-65 represent the percentage of noise nodes added by both the 

methods to anonymize the raw Cora dataset for different k, l and c values respec-

tively. For the Cora dataset, we have considered nine different k values along with 

two different l values and two different c values. As the number of distinct sensitive 

label is small, we have considered only two different l values but we have consid-

ered a very wide range k values, because the dataset is large. For each scenario, our 

proposed method generates the anonymized graph with lesser number of noise 
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nodes. On average, our method requires 2% less noise nodes to achieve anonymiza-

tion, which is a huge number for such a large dataset. For some cases, our proposed 

method requires almost 4-5% less number of noise nodes which is almost equal to 

100 noise nodes.   

So, with the results obtained from the above figures, we can conclude that 

our proposed method always produces an anonymized graph by adding lesser 

number of noise nodes. We have also tested our method with very high k and l val-

ues to test the scalability of our proposed method. The results clearly indicate that 

our method scales up perfectly for large data sets and also maintains its effectiveness 

in producing anonymized data with the addition of minimal number of noise nodes. 

In the next sub section, we have discussed the utility of the anonymized data ob-

tained from our proposed method.   

6.2.2 Data Utility 

To analyze the utility of the anonymized data, we have used the precision index [5]. 

The precision index value can be used to detect the similarities between sets of clus-

ters. Let’s consider a graph consisting of n nodes and m different communities, and 

each community is assigned sensitive label l, then all the nodes belonging to that 

community is also assigned sensitive label l. For our experimental purpose, we as-

sume that the sensitive label of the nodes in the original dataset is l. After anony-

mization, we compute the most frequently occurring sensitive label in each cluster 

and assign it to all the nodes in the cluster. Let us assume that the most frequently 

occurring sensitive label is lf. Then, 

�>9.;:;A� � 	∑ �C	, C4��
|},

�
	 ; gℎ9>9, �d, X� = 1	;+	d � X	B��	�d, X� = 	0, ;+	d	 s X. 

The anonymization algorithm using noise nodes works in an intelligent manner 

such that, the addition of noise nodes does not affect the sensitive label distribution 

of the nodes which are already present in the raw graph. Now let’s suppose that �~ 

and �i  are the number of noise nodes to be added by our proposed approach and the 

method proposed in [22] respectively. As we have already shown in the previous 

section, that our proposed method always adds minimal number of noise nodes, we 

have �~ 	- 	�i	; 	for	every	case	orderings.  

For any noise node whose sensitive label after anonymization is	C�, g9	8B<9	�C, C�� =
0. 

Now let’s assume, the precision value of the anonymized graph without any noise 

node is p. D~ and Di are the precision value of the anonymized graph obtained from 
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our proposed approach and the method proposed in [22] respectively. If the number 

of nodes present in the raw graph is n, then 

D � 	∑ �C	, C4��
|},

�
=> D ∗ � = 	� �C	, C4�

�

|},
 

D~ = 	∑ �C	, C4�
�1��
|},

� + �~
	� D ∗ �

� 0 �~
…………�B� 

Di �	∑ �C	, C4��1��
|},

� + �i
	� D ∗ �

� 0 �i
…………�c� 

As	�~ -	�i for all the cases,  D~ O	Di and also �D � D~ - �D �	Di�. 
So, the above results show that our proposed approach preserves the utility of the 

anonymized data better by adding minimal number of noise nodes which ultimately 

results in less divergence from the raw data. 

7 Conclusion and Future work 

In this paper, we identified a few deficiencies in the approach proposed in [22] and 

proposed new algorithms to improve the recursive (c, l) diversity anonymization 

model for social networks proposed in [22] which uses noise node addition ap-

proach for anonymization. We established the necessity of these improvements both 

theoretically and experimentally and illustrated how these improvements can be 

utilized to achieve better results. The aim of this paper is to reduce the number of 

noise nodes added for anonymization as far as practicable. Our proposed algorithms 

reduce the number of noise nodes required to achieve recursive (c, l) diversity anon-

ymization. This work can be further extended for any other model where the highest 

degree in that equivalence group is not set as the target degree of the other nodes 

present in that equivalence group. 
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Appendix 

Theorem 1: The minimum number of noise nodes required to be added in the algorithm 

(Noise node addition to increase degree) is equal to the ceiling of the average degree change 

required by the nodes which need to increase their degrees and that the minimum number of 

noise nodes occur only when all those nodes are interconnected (one hop or two hop neighbor 

of each other). 

Proof: Let’s say, there are m number of nodes present in a graph which need to in-

crease their degree to achieve the target degree and now there can be two possibili-

ties: 

1) All the nodes need to increase their degree by the same amount  

2) Some of the nodes or all the nodes need to increase their degree by different 

amount. 

Case 1: Let’s first consider the case where all the nodes need to increase their degree 

by same amount that is all the nodes need to increase their degree by	�	��	 ∈ m�. This 

means that when n will be equal to zero, all the nodes will be achieving their target 

degrees.  

Now, for all the m nodes, only the following three cases can be possible: 

i. All nodes which need to increase degree are connected to each other. 

ii. Some of the nodes which need to increase their degree are connected with 

each other. 

iii. None of the nodes which need to increase their degrees are connected with 

each other. 

Scenario i: If all the nodes are inter-connected then after the addition of a single noise 

node, all the nodes need to increase their degree by	� � 1. Addition of noise nodes 

will continue until	� � 0. So, the process of increase of degrees of the nodes will cor-

respond to the values of n in the following way until n equals to zero i.e. 	�, � − 1, � −
2, � − 3, … . ,1,0 and as all the nodes are connected, the number of noise nodes will in-

crease in the reverse order	0,1,2, … . . , � − 3, � − 2, � − 1, �.  

So, total noise node addition i.e. �, = 	� ……………………… . . �1� 

Scenario ii:  If some of the nodes are interconnected, then all of them can’t achieve 

their target degree at the same step. Let’s say 2 of them are not connected to any of 

the nodes, then for the other �� − 2� nodes, if they are all inter-connected, n number 

of noise nodes will be required and for those 2 nodes, extra 2� number of noise 

nodes will be added. If 3 nodes are not inter-connected, then 3� extra noise nodes 

will be added. So, total noise nodes for the above two cases are: - �	 0 	�2��	B��	�	 0
	�3�� respectively. 
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So, if we have k number of nodes which are not inter-connected, then, total number 

of noise nodes, for any k number of nodes	� �	 0	�h��. 
∴ �� � � 0 �h��………………………………… . �2� 

As, k can’t be any negative integer, we have, �, 	- ��, ∀	h. 

Case iii: If we further extend the results in Case ii, i.e. for,h	 � 	V � 1 which denotes 

that none of the nodes are inter-connected, then total number of noise nodes will be, 
�� � � 0 �V � 1�� � �V� ∗ �……………………… . �3� 

So, we can conclude that, �� 	- �� as h - V and also �, 	- �� 

So, the average degrees change	�
3∗�

3
� 	�; B:	�	 ∈ m, u�v � �. 

Therefore,	Minimum � noise nodes will be required when all the nodes are inter-

connected………………… �4�. 

2) Now, let’s consider that all the m nodes or some of the m nodes need to increase 

their degree by different amount, but total degree change is M. Two of the following 

cases can occur  

2.1) M is perfectly divisible by m and  

2.2) M is not perfectly divisible by m.  

As in case 1, it has been already proved that minimum number of noise node occurs 

when all the nodes are inter-connected, so in this case, we have considered only the 

particular scenario, where all the nodes are connected. So, we have to prove only 

that the minimum number of noise nodes is equal to the celling of the average de-

gree change.    

Let’s first consider the case 2.1. As M is perfectly divisible by m, the average ob-

tained will also be an integer. Let’s consider the average is n. Now, the degree in-

crease amount of the nodes can be in the following order: 
� 0 h,, � 0 h�, …… , � 0 h36,, � 0 h3; 

:@.8	78B7	h1 0 h2 0⋯0 hV�1 0 hV � 0	B��	h1 w h2 w ⋯ w hV�1 w hV 
So, the minimum degree change is	� 0 h3. As all the nodes are inter-connected, so if 

we connect � 0 h3 noise nodes, the amount of degree increase required by the other 

nodes will be in the following order: 
�� 0 h,� � �� 0 h3�, �� 0 h�� � �� 0 h3�, …… , �� 0 h36,� � �� 0 h3�, 0 

Now, we can see that noise nodes will be added until � 0 h,is equal to zero as	h, w

h� w ⋯ w h36, w h3. So, to increase the degree by of	� 0 h,, additional S�� 0 h,� �

�� 0 h3�T � �h, �	h3� noise nodes will be required. Therefore, total noise nodes re-

quired	� �� 0 h3� 0 �h, �	h3� � � 0 h,. Now, � 0 h,will be minimum if h, � 0 and 

B:	h, w h� w ⋯ w h36, w h3	B��	h, 0 h� 0⋯0 h36, 0 h3 � 0, so h,, h�, … , h36,, h3	 all will 

be individually zero i.e. the scenario i of case1. Therefore, the minimum number of 

noise nodes will be equal to �, which is equal to the ceiling of the average degree 

change required by all the nodes. 
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Next consider the case 2.2, where M is not perfectly divisible by m. Let n be the av-

erage degree where �	 ∉ m and consider the degree increase amount of the nodes are 

in the following order: 
� 0 h,, � 0 h�,…… , � 0 h36,, � 0 h3; :@.8	78B7	h, w h� w ⋯ w h36, w h3 

As all the nodes are inter-connected and minimum degree change is	� 0 h3, these 

many noise nodes are required to be added. The remaining degree increase order 

can be represented by the sequence:  
�� 0 h,� � �� 0 h3�, �� 0 h�� � �� 0 h3�, …… , �� 0 h36,� � �� 0 h3�,0 

Now, following the procedure in the case 2.1, we can similarly prove that the num-

ber of noise nodes added will be � 0 h,	and this value will be minimal when h, � 0. 

So, minimum number of noise nodes is equal to n but as �	 ∉ m, so number of noise 

nodes can be either ⌊n⌋ or unv.  

Let’s say, ⌊n⌋= � � >,and unv=� 0 >�; where	>, 0	>� � 1. 

Now, if we consider, the case, where the nodes need to increase their degree by ⌊n⌋, 

then maximum m-1 nodes can increase its degree by ⌊n⌋. The m-th node will need to 

increase its degree by: 
� � �V � 1�⌊n⌋ � � � �V⌊n⌋ � ⌊n⌋� 

� � � �V�� � >,� � ⌊n⌋� 
� � �V� 0V>, 0 ⌊n⌋ 

� V>, 0 � � >, 

As all the nodes are inter-connected, the minimum number of noise nodes added 

will be equal to the highest degree change i.e. �V>, 0 � � >,� as	�V>, 0 � � >,� O
⌊n⌋+A>	∀	V, >,. 

So, here the minimum number of noise nodes to be added is	V>, 0 � �
>,……………………………… . �5� 

Now, if we consider the case where the increase in the degree of the nodes is unv then 

maximum m-1 nodes can increase its degree by unv. So, the degree increase required 

by the m-th node will be: 
� � �V � 1�unv � � � �Vunv � unv� 

                                                                                � � � �V�� 0 >�� � unv� 
                                                                                � � �V� �V>� 0 unv 
                                                                                � � 0 >� �V>�	 
                                                                                � unv � m>� 

As all the nodes are inter-connected, therefore, the minimum number of noise nodes 

added will be equal to the highest degree change i.e. unv because unv > unv � m>� 

So, the minimum number of noise node is unv ……………………………………………�6� 

Now, if we rewriting equation 5 in terms of	>�, then 
V>, 0 � � >, � V�1 � >�� 0 � � �1 � >�� 

                	� V �V>� 0 � � 1 0 >� 
                   � unv 0 V �V>� � 1 
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              �	 ⌈nv + V�1 − >�� − 1 
                                                                  = 	 ⌈nv + V>, − 1 … … … … … … … … … … … … �7�  
Now, the value of unv + V>, − 1 is minimum when value of  �V>, − 1� is minimum.  

As, V>, ∈ m	B��	V>, O 0	∀	>,, 7ℎ9	V;�;V@V	<BC@9	A+	�V>, � 1�	;:	�9>A.	Therefore, the min-

imum value of equation 7 is ⌈nv 
Therefore, for both case 2.1 and case 2.2, the minimum number of noise node added 

is unv … … … … . . �8� 

So, from equations 4 and 8, we can conclude that the minimum number of noise 

nodes added is equal to the ceiling of the average degree change required by the 

nodes which need to increase their degree and this occurs only when the nodes are 

inter-connected. 

 

Theorem 2: The maximum number of noise required to be added in the algorithm (Noise 

node addition to increase degree) is equal to the summation of the degree change required by 

all the nodes which need to increase their degree to achieve their target degrees. 

Proof: 

From case 1 of theorem 1, where all the nodes need to increase their degrees by 

equal amounts, the maximum number of noise node required is V� and this occurs 

when none of them are inter-connected. Now, we calculate case 2 of theorem 1 i.e. 

when all or some of the nodes need to change their degrees by different amount and 

none of them are inter-connected. As it is shown in theorem 1 that maximum num-

ber of noise nodes occurs when none of the nodes are inter-connected, so we consid-

er this particular case to compute the maximum number of noise nodes. Let the de-

gree increase amount of the nodes can be in the following order: 
� + h,, � + h�, … … , � + h36,, � + h3; :@.ℎ	78B7	h, ≥ h� ≥ ⋯ ≥ h36, ≥ h3  

As none of the nodes are inter-connected with each other the total noise node re-

quired is: �� 0 h,� 0 �� 0 h��0. . … … + �� + h36,� + �� + h3� =
7A7BC	�@Vc9>	A+	�9=>99	;�.>9B:9	>9?@;>9�	cX	789	�A�9:	7A	B.8;<9	789;>	>9:D9.7;<9	7B>=97 
	�9=>99. 
So, for both the cases the maximum number of noise nodes required to be added is 

equal to the total degree change required by the nodes which needs to increase their 

degree to achieve the target degree. 


